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Abstract

The village of Batuan is known as a storehouse of traditional arts that exist among the traditional 
community and global culture. One of the rare art traditions is the a cappella vocal art form 
called genggong. Maintaining this art form is a struggle in the global era as there are a variety 
of dominating powers which makes it marginalized. If this goes unnoticed than an artefact of 
cultural art will disappear. The role of cultural practitioners is needed to re-enforce it so that the 
value of locality is not eroded and actually can become ‘glocal’. This study was conducted by 
applying qualitative methods based on data from interviews and related documents and records 
analyzed by cultural theories such as Bourdieu’s on power and also postmodern aesthetics. 
The aim was to find a clear connection about why genggong art has become neglected by 
the community in the global era and also how the form of power has occurred in the circle of 
genggong art of Batuan Village.
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I. Background
Some studies that preceded the analysis of the art of Genggong in the village of Batuan were 
derived from some local writings that essentially saw Genggong from an aesthetic approach 
as written by Rai, S. (1998) who tried to peel the Genggong Art of the barrel system that was 
played. Summing up the art of Genggong has Salendro barrel which is in accordance with 
Angklung gamelan. Includes data recorded by Budiarsa (2014) which discusses the art of 
Genggong from Balinese dance science approach. Strengthening Genggong art writing is also 
present in the Gamelan record on the Stage History (2013). In that note, Bandem compiled 
based on documentary evidence and reliefs including the lontar which explores the existence 
of Genggong art. In a different note Bandem (2004) in “Kaja dan kelod dance Bali in Transition” 
also alludes to the art of Genggong Batuan as a karawitan art in Bali with a touch of pendramaan 
in the show. Including Sudarsono in “Dramatari Indonesia and continuity and change” (2011), 
by looking at the role of tourism in the context of the development of Genggong Bali art as a 
very close supporting capital in the development of Bali tourism. The above data review is not 
a single note that alludes to the facts that occurred in the art of Genggong in Batuan where 
the current existence of Genggong art activity no longer serves as entertainment art as early 
as its birth.

As told in the interview with Artawa (Agutus 2017) explained.

“The presence of Genggong art in Batuan around 1973 is inseparable from the spirit of artists 
in Batuan to respond to Bali’s growing tourism conditions. Tour visits to see Bali as a cultural 
tourism have given artists a stimulus to work more thantimal. The presence of Genggong art is 
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not telepas also from the readiness of the actors owned as the owner of capital in art work. “

The musical art of Genggong Desa Batuan relies on instruments derived from wood (Pugpug) 
which is formed in such a way that it can be a unique sound source. In one Genggong art 
ensemble as an instrument then combined with flute instruments, drums, cengceng, and 
gong blades. Barungan Genggong then played by following the principles of the Balinese 
gamelan that is characterized by rhythm technique of rhythm (rhythm interwoven) presents 
the strains of percussion or gending Genggong. Top tourist services including art critic Walter 
Spies suggested later on artists in Batuan to incorporate dances in Genggong musicals so that 
Artawa’s show (Interview, August 2017). The emergence of art Genggong performances are 
accompanied by stories and typical dance Godogan (frog) make art Genggong over time given 
the term Frog Dance.

The presence of Genggong art in Batuan Village around 1973, in entertaining the society and 
also functioned as entertainment art of hotel give positive development to existence of artist 
in Batuan. It can be seen from the emergence of art gangs in the Village Batuan Genggong. 
At the beginning There are about six studios that have Genggong performing arts that are 
active in hotel show performances. After some time to date, the reality in the middle of the 
development of Bali tourism world is growing in fact the existence of art genggong in Batuan 
even not get a favorable position. Precisely one by one Genggong studio that mushroomed 
in Batuan began to lose its function even more unheard of existence. Whereas in theory the 
rapid world of tourism seems to be opening wide opportunities Genggong art just survive in 
the global era should still have a chance. In fact precisely the art of Genggong in the village of 
Batuan even suspended animation.

By examining the facts found, it seems that the power of global culture has a close relationship 
to the exclusion of the art of Genggong in the current Batuan Village. By providing an analysis 
focus on the form of power occurring, this study hopes to find results that can help re-awareness 
of local communities in addressing traditional culture in the global era.

II. The power of global culture behind the art of Genggong Batuan Village
Globalization is a condition that is present throughout the world affecting the cultures of society 
before. In the economic system applies singularly on the global level so that the world undergoes 
capitalization. The main purpose of capitalism is to gain profit by applying imperialime cultural. 
In the framework of seeking profit as much as possible capitalism includes cosumenrisme, 
hedoisme, materialism, and glamourisme so that gave birth to market society.

Postmodernism is characterized by the massive dismantling and reversal of values and 
meanings. It goes on and on even progresses to the point that passes the boundary thus 
creating relativity of value. As a result humans have no right or wrong grip, no good or bad 
reference, no moral or immoral limits.

At the sociotechnological level of global society is characterized by the development of global 
technology that is cyberspace. Cyberspace is a space filled with information on entering (TV, 
telephone, computer, it implies radically changing people’s understanding of space, community, 
body, reality, fantasy, and value system (Piliang, 2004).

The globalism of capitalism, postmoderism and cyberspace overlap causes madness or 
ecstasy. Ecstasy becomes the paradigm of almost all social phenomena. There are various 
forms of ecstasy economic, social, body, sexual, information. Economic ecstasy occurs when 
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converted into commodities, social ecstasy occurs when the social component sinks in mass 
hysteria and becomes a silent majority. Body ecstasy occurs when the body consumes anything 
so it becomes fat. Sexual ecstasy occurs when reproduction is exploited so that no body secret 
exists. The boundary between truth and falsehood or reality and fantasy vanished Piliang 
(2004: 103).

According to Selo Sumardjan globalization is a process of the formation of organizational 
and communication systems between the world community the goal is to follow a particular 
system and goals, the tendency of the city community together especially in the field of 
knowledge, technology, tourism and communication. Globalization is derived from the word 
“globalization or globalize” ie global means universal is the process of widening new elements 
either mind lifestyle information, technology with no borders of the country or the world. (www.
dosenpendidikan.com).

Understanding of globalization above shows the tendency that the impact of people’s lives 
lead to the blurring of right and wrong values. The data obtained about the extinction of life 
activity Genggong in Batuan in globalization related to the condition of the global era shows 
the economic power, technology, mass media, tourism, lifestyle, and postmo aesthetic power 
that hit some people and artists Genggong in Batuan Village make condition Genggong Rocks 
become marginalized. Initially the value of togetherness and social relations is considered as 
a noble value that benefits the lives of village people such as Batuan. Initially artists still have a 
long time in the process of work. In addition, the form of togetherness is often biased in positive 
activities without regard to the value of money that can control the behavior of the community. 
Changes are then seen in the art process.

The pride of artists can show their ability before the villagers can no longer be found sincerely. 
The economic orientation of the Genggong artist continues to grow and ultimately finds 
disappointment when the expected value of the unrest does not occur. It then affects the 
mental defensiveness of Genggong artists. The difficulty of collecting unsecured actors of 
money capital as a driver has become a habit. So the economic side as a symbol of the power 
of the global cultural traits has changed the artists and the public in the face of Genggong 
artwork in the village of Batuan began to calculate every action in the concept of profit and loss 
economically.

In addition to the economic, information and technology media that hit the cultural life of people, 
including those in the village of Batuan also not side with the existence of art Genggong in the 
village of Batuan. The important data that shows it is the dominance of the internet virtual 
world. Until now there are several professional uploads that circulate in cyberspace, but has 
no significant followers. Data from interviews with Genggong Batuan Suwida actors (Interview, 
August 18, 2018) explained that.

“The presence of Genggong on the internet financially does not give a direct influence on 
the perpetrators of Genggong. However, in the long term it may be that the information has 
benefited the uploader. It’s just that for now there has not been a real impact on the revival of 
Genggong art in Batuan Village by the presence of technology and information. “

Likewise with other mass media such as radio and television that characterize the global 
community while still being controlled by government, politics, law, sport, economy, and socio-
cultural activities. Regional art almost can be said there is no data found TV programs that 
appear in favor of local artistry especially in Genggong art. Advances in information technology 
has reached a digital level where all information has been clasped on a device called a mobile 
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phone. The presence of mobile phones in addition to a positive value also became the practice 
and contamination of ownership rights that are not taking sides more deprived of traditional 
Genggong art life. Financially uploading records Genggong art files that can be accessed 
easily via mobile phone has changed the culture of village people to be lazy to appreciate the 
art of Genggong.

The lifestyle of the global community that is very close to the information technology and 
also the fulfillment of the desire for an imaging style also does not support the existence of 
Genggong Batuan art. Aesthetic characteristics that are considered not clean and still smelled 
old fashioned is not in accordance with the taste of the present. The presence of Genggong 
art in hotels as a traditional cultural identity is also not sustainable because the competition 
and regulations applied by the hotel is also not partial to the existence of Genggong art from 
the village of Batuan to be able to work together. The improved function makes Genggong 
Batuan’s artwork also thrown at a position that is not noticed anymore.

Initially the art of Genggong Batuan really got place in some hotel as entertainment art tour. 
Gradually there is a problem that arises, the first regulation applied by regional autonomy 
in which the hotel was established break the chain of cooperation for reasons of regional 
autonomy. Both the entry of territorial power with artists from the nearest region as a result of 
regulation made Genggong art easily eliminated by the traditional arts that developed around 
the hotel location.

Thus the global cultural power that affects the life of the village community in Batuan as a 
whole will ultimately have an impact on the exclusion of Genggong art not only by the hotel 
co-operation but for the artists themselves have no ability to survive due to global economic 
influence as well as political regulation, and information technology that is not taking sides 
affirm the art Genggong lose mass.

III. Conclution
The form of power that is in the global era culture resulted in Genggong’s art position in Batuan 
Village being marginalized. Hope can rise in the era of cultural tourism even eliminated by 
the regulation of regional autonomy as the reason for termination of cooperation with the 
hotel. The life of a society that has changed from the social world to the individual world 
has resulted in all actions being calculated on the market economy so that artists become 
difficult in the process of work. The world of information and mass media that are more likely to 
accommodate the principles of global markets make the art culture Genggong tradition is not 
as worth talking about. Technology and the world of hanphone communication as a symbol of 
global culture also do not place the art of Genggong as a positive impact even benefit only a 
handful of actors. With such circumstances it can be said that the power of the global era on 
the art of Genggong can only be followed in it when the element of Genggong has gained new 
creativity from the involved artists so as to produce new and more innovative works. Novelty 
is the hallmark of the global community so to be able to be in it the art of Genggong from the 
village of Batuan requires new creativity unceasingly. Under these conditions, it is required by 
the owners to understand the conditions that arts intellectuals are able to accept and make 
Genggong a capital that can be packaged in the global era.
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